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I am sorry what had happened yesterday. But I think the war has begun between the evil and good 
and after all the good prevails. In these modern times evil used to prevail on good. But now in this 
Kruta Yuga, the evil will be completely conquered by good and not that but good will spread all over. 
The evil has a capacity to go to extremes and then to fall out of the evolutionary process completely. 
Because they are blind they cannot see the good. That's why they are evil. If they could see the good 
they would give up their evil. 

In our country, which is a country of yoga, specially Maharashtra, which is the country of the 
saints, I was amazed to hear what people are up to. One of the real sources of this nonsense seems to be 
Rajneesh, the horrible fellow, because he has made an exhibition here, absolutely denouncing all the 
deities and saying all kinds of dirty things. And I think the chief minister of this place is also hand in 
glove with him. And they are all trying to prove that there is no God, there is no spirituality. They want 
to establish that science is everything. We have no heritage of science in India. We have the heritage of 
spirituality. I mean nobody is known as such a great scientist in this country. Nobody has made any 
special inventions. And the way people are organizing it in the name of science, there's hardly anyone 
who has done anything of science. 

So it's the evil which has taken this new form of talking about science and denouncing God. Of 
course in the west also the same thing has happened, to a great extent but not to that extent. They have 
not discarded everything that was spiritual. But here they have gone headlong, those few people who 
are there. Very, very few, but they are there. So it's a very bad growth in this country. It won't survive, I 
know, it cannot survive, because this country is so full of spirituality. In the West because people took 
to science, they have lost all culture of society. There is no culture of society. The etiquettes are limited 
to fork and spoon, or how you wish each other. There's no other culture. It's so outside, there's nothing 
deep within, because they have taken absolutely to the modern, or we can say that is the industrial, 
industrial evolution of the people. They have taken to all that, and have lost contact with reality. 

The culture of any country can only survive on spirituality. Science cannot talk of this. And it has 
so many limitations that it cannot even answer simple few questions that are facing them. Above all 
they have no idea what is love. They have no idea what is the All Pervading Power. Now you all have 
felt it and you know what it is, and you know how to use it. So under these circumstances I find that 
those people who are mediocre in Sahaja Yoga cannot help much for establishing goodness. You have 
to be very clean within yourself. You have to be very powerful within yourself. And you have to be 
extremely sensitive. So we are not to waste our energy, our attention on to superficial and nonsensical 
things. We have to get out of it. We have to become people who are detached, detached from any 
things which create problem. If you take a detached view of everything you will have a kind of a life 
that will nourish your society which is now sick, it's a sick society, is a decadent society. And for that 
decadent society you need people who are very morally strong. Who are tremendously pure, and who 
know everything about Sahaja Yoga. 

The mediocracy in Sahaja Yoga is very common in the west, very common. And so much 
involved in to their personal problems that I cannot understand how will they rise above this 
nonsensical, personal view point of view. So, one has to realize that the whole tree that has grown 
outside so much due to industrial revolution has to seek its own nourishment from spirituality, which 
is in India, no doubt. Spirituality without a development has no meaning. Spirituality has to have 
development outside; otherwise it is lost in the Mother Earth. It has to sprout and it has to show results. 
Which we are showing, no doubt. In so many ways Indian Sahaja Yogis are trying to show that, though 
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they are rather slow about that part. So it's something funny, that in the west people are rather slow, 
Sahaja Yogis are rather slow about their spirituality and in India, people are rather slow about their 
manifestation outside. Unless and until we really do some dedicated effort, it's not going to work out. 

So I hope, as we have circulated letters, that we have come here not for fun, but for dedication and 
for our ascent, and it's a pilgrimage. Talking loose, talking about small things, quarreling with each 
other is out of question of course. But domination, terrible domination of falsehood, just to think that 
we are leaders or why is he leader, shows that we are not yet worthy. So the worthiness of a ship is very 
important if it has to fight the turbulence of the sea. If it cannot fight the turbulence of the sea, then it is 
definitely not sea worthy and it is absolutely useless because it cannot go across. In the same way if 
you have to be something, you have to work it out in such a manner that you really become worthy of 
crossing this ocean of illusion, and that many could cross with you. 

As in India they have started at every place, at every home, at every family, ascent. If they invite 
people, they talk about nothing but Sahaja Yoga. Now you can go all out to talk about it. I give you 
permission to tell them that I have come. There's nothing to hide. And you have to go and, go and open 
the doors of many churches and many temples and many organizations, and tell them that I am there. 
Now the time has come. You can see it so clearly. It's so obvious. First I used to say I would not go to 
the newspapers, this is not good, that's not good. Let us work it out. But it has come now, so much that I 
have to say things and I am going to say that very openly. I am going to say that, but I want all of you to 
be such, that nobody should point out a finger at you and say 'Oh, this is a Sahaja Yogi, and how this 
Sahaja Yogi is behaving.' If somebody is stupid and not working it out, it's better to get rid of such a 
person. Or else help that person and tell him that, “You have to come up, you can't be here.” We don't 
want mediocre people here. We want some extraordinarily pure people. The purity is the main point, 
which we have to have. Once you are pure, you don't have to worry, then, I will look after you. But the 
purity of mind, purity of heart and the purity of your attention, these three things are very important. 
When it works out you will be surprised, collectivity will grow in no time. 

It is a tendency amongst Sahaja Yogis also still, to go back to the same materialism. And to try to 
have your own house, your family or children sort of a nonsense. We have to be in the ashrams, and we 
have to work it out. We have to work it out very beautifully that we all live very happily in the ashram. 
But I find still people cannot work it out that way. They are more concerned about their jobs, 
concerned about their things. Once you live in the ashram, I'll see that you get everything. But if you 
do not want to have the blessings of God, how can anybody help you. So, tremendous sacrifice is 
needed. Of course as you know in Sahaja Yoga I don't need any money from you at all, but sacrifice is 
very important. And sacrifice of nonsensical ideas that you have. In every way we have to show that 
we are Sahaja Yogis. The way you dress up, the way you live, the way you think, the way you behave, 
the way you have relationships with each other, and the way you lead your married life, and the way 
you look at your children. Unless and until you have purity the light of love will not shine. The light of 
love will not shine. You have to absorb the light of love within yourself. But you cannot, unless and 
until you are a pure personality. And that pure personality has to develop by your meditation, by your 
working hard. It's a question of few years. In ten years we can change the whole world. In ten years, 
but you have to be really very dedicated. 

It is you who has to change, not Me. You have to work it out, not Me. I have done My level best. 
But within ten years it should be possible that every Sahaja Yogi should become a tremendous force of 
Sahaja Yoga. So please try to avoid all those who are mediocres. If you find mediocracy, the leaders 
must go all out to correct them. All out to tell them off. Don't tolerate. You don't have to be very mild 
on this point. You have to tell them very frankly that, 'See now, you are an extremely mediocre person 
for Sahaja Yoga. It's not meant for mediocres.' 

It's not meant for foolish people, it's not meant for stupid people. It's meant for something who are 
ready to sacrifice anything for the sake of truth. These people are saying that, 'Why don't You go the 
way of science?' I say, 'Why don't you go the way of truth?' Take to truth. Science is not truth. Today it 
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might appear, tomorrow it disappears. Today you may think it is correct, but every hypothesis is 
challenged, every law is challenged, that's no law. You have to use Sahaja Yoga in every practical life, 
everywhere. But in no way you have to be fanatic about it. Like I have seen some people start giving 
vibrations. Or they start moving their hands for bandhans. Even if I am sitting, they are doing like that. 
There is no stupidity about it. It has to be very dignified, decent and decorous. But for that we need, 
really people of quality. And a complete obedience is needed I must say. I had told Indian people that 
time that they must have a proper case done for them. They just didn't listen to Me that time. They said, 
'Mother why do You want, no, You'll be in trouble', and all that. If they had listened to Me, there would 
have been no trouble today. But you must listen to Me, what I say. Don't give Me explanations, don't 
give Me logic, but I know everything, you know that. I know everything. 

Now we have something good for you, is the list of the marriages. But marriages is not such an 
important thing that you think about. Is not such an important thing for you that you dedicate all your 
attention to that? It's just by the way. Because you have to have a marriage, that's why. There's no need 
even to have, sometimes. We have to have it. And then letters after letters about your marriages, about 
your children, I just don't want to read that. Nothing about Sahaja Yoga. If you are detached, whatever 
may be the quality of the wife, you will not fall. Whatever may be the quality of your husband, you'll 
not fall. 

So one has to be little concerned that what are we doing, what have we achieved? What are we 
going to give to the world? For Me, you are My instruments. I don't have to ask anybody else. You are 
My instruments and you have to work it out. You are not for Me, useless people. I have worked very 
hard with you, very hard. So please don't waste My energies also, and try to become very good Sahaja 
Yogis in every way that is possible. In every way you should be dedicated. In every way try to be 
something of very great qualities. Now you have seen how people are becoming violent and there's a 
violence on. Of course this may not continue, but is one of the signs that we have to be prepared to be 
very strong people, very strong. And that will work out I'm sure. This threw about 400 stones, may be 
more according to the police report and very few people were hurt. What does that mean? That there is 
somebody who is avoiding all these troubles. 

Regarding our tour further now I have decided we will not go to Atit because there the 
commissioner, the ESP has told Me that it's better not to go, these people are very bad and they are 
criminals. So now till the elections come in, they will be behaving in this manner. After the election of 
course they will be put down. So you should go by the understanding of the time and go directly to 
Sangli, so we'll go to Sangli, we will have a puja there, we can do shopping whatever you like. And 
then from there we will be going to Ganpatipule. But it's not fun. It's not fun. It is our development. 
Otherwise we will be coming to India, going back the same empty handed. I want you, everyone to be 
extremely active in your own sphere of life to talk about Sahaja Yoga. You must wear My badges, you 
must wear My rings. You must wear My necklaces. So that people ask you, 'Who is this?' Then you 
should say, 'She is the Holy Ghost.' You can say. 'We think She is the Holy Ghost.' Let us see what 
happens. 

So, it is a serious thing that I felt that I have to talk to you. And that we have to be very very careful 
about how we look at ourselves. We have to be aware. We have to be aware about ourselves and what 
is happening. I have been telling you this many a times. We have to be aware as to what we are and 
what is happening. But if your jobs are important, everything else is important, how are we going to 
work out Sahaja Yoga? So there has to be awareness. And with your awareness, the light will spread. 
But it's not silent; you have to talk about it. Eloquence is needed. It has to be eloquent. All your light 
has to talk. The light has to say. The light has to express. And has to be very confidently done. Let us 
see now after going from this tour how far people establish new things. So far, what's My own opinion 
is that there are fifty percent of the Sahaja Yogis in the west are still quite mediocre. And twenty five 
percent of them are just there to take advantage. If they can get something free, they would like to take. 
Twenty five percent people are like that. It's very sad but it is so. 
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But I must say Indians are poor people but they will not do anything, they will never take 
anything free from anyone, nothing. They will not. They are very self respecting. That is what we have 
to develop that self respect. Like I have seen, I had a house in house ware. Everybody went there and 
stayed there free. Now we have our house, there in Shudy camp where everybody goes, who has no 
job goes and stays there. It's such a nonsensical thing. So I am even afraid to start any ashram in 
London, because same thing will start. If they can take advantage, they would like to be there, even a 
spoon they would like to carry like that. It's a shameless thing for a Sahaja Yogi to behave like that I 
think. We have to have full self respect. We must understand that we have to sacrifice to do something. 

Because this is the last leg I would say, when I will be talking to you about all these things and in 
the beautiful atmosphere here and on the bank of Krishna river. We have to understand that the river 
flows, it makes a sound. It makes a sound to show that she, it exists. But we are not only the rivers. We 
are all the mountains, rivers, everything of the universe we are. And our manifestation is like a big 
zero as if the Mother Earth has been emptied out. It is time that we should watch ourselves and see 
ourselves. What's wrong with us? Very important. I had to say this once again, and again but I don't 
like to say these things because I love you so much. And I care for you so much. And you people also 
love Me. But loving is not sufficient, you have to love yourself and respect yourself. Only your self is 
going to work out. As Shivaji Maharaj has said, ' Swadharma Wadwawa' 'You must develop the 
religion of your spirit'. That's what we have to do. Is to develop the religion of our spirit. And once it 
happens, we can get the whole world completely emancipated. This is our work. And if we fail, then it 
is the responsibility of Sahaja yogis and nobody else. So for everyone I have to tell you that I don't 
have to please you, you have to please Me. 

For a small thing people react. For a small thing they feel bad. If I don't smile at somebody they 
feel bad. In little, little things they feel bad and they react. If I say anything, they react. So how can 
anything go into you? If it is such a convexity, how will you absorb it? It is important that we should 
try to absorb with humility, with understanding. Now you are Sahaja yogis, you know I am Adishakti. 
You have had photographs, you have known that I am Adishakti. But how much are we absorbing? 
How much we are taking within ourselves? This work is much more than anyone of the incarnations 
had to do. Is much more than Christ, is much more than Rama, much more than Shri Krishna. So 
create such great people among you. Because I have the power. Only thing you have to have, the 
absorption power. The acceptability. But if you run after something very cheapish, and something 
very frivolous, is impossible. You have to ask for your depth, and you have to take in whatever is 
emitting from My being. 

I hope now, you all will take it up seriously. Do your meditation every morning, whatever may be 
the time. Every morning you have to do the meditation. And we have to see that we finish our work in 
the night, and then we do little meditation and then sleep off. Without meditation you cannot grow. 
And that's why everything doing, you have to know that you have to get up in the morning, do your 
meditation, and then you can take to your work. Day time if you want, you can rest for a while. Now 
we are in such a place that we have time to rest in a while. But morning time you have to get up 
whatever time you sleep. You have to conquer your sleep a little bit. It gives you lot of lethargy. Last 
night I don't think I slept before 3 O'clock or something like that. And then the whole day I've been 
busy writing reports, this that. If I can manage at this age, at your age you should be able to manage 
something like that. We have no time to sleep. We have no time to discuss, argue or to eat our food. We 
have only time to meditate, that's all. I wish all of you absorb My saying and understanding without 
reacting to it. Please do not react. Don't think Mother is trying to chastise you. No. I am trying to help 
you to grow. This is the way you grow sometimes, very fast. So it's just your growth I'm worried about, 
and nothing else. 

So may God bless you all. 

I was very happy the way you were singing all the songs and the way you expressed yourself. 
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(Talk continued on Science, problems on this India tour: )

They are all saying, that we want science to come here. They don't know what is their heritage is. 
Our heritage is spirituality, not science. What have they achieved in science, they don't even know 
English language. And they have got no idea about science, nothing. But they think you people are 
coming from the country of science and you know what science has done to you. That's why you must 
understand that this country, there is a kind of a stupid understanding about science. When the British 
were here, we were sticking onto our own culture. Science has no culture, and that's why you all have 
lost everything that you had, and you are having all your social problems and this violence and all that. 
Because they are dealing with science, they say there is no God. So then they can drink, they can do 
whatever they like, they can kill anybody, as what is happening in the West. 

So these are few people here, not many, but still you must see that what is growing in this country 
is very dangerous. That's why I have to request all the Sahaja yogis of India to work very hard, to 
spread Sahaja yoga so that these people will be controlled. They are very criminal type of people, very 
criminal. Already one of our Sahaja yogi was killed by them in Bombay. They are very criminal type 
and I think gradually the government will take over and they will be alright. They wanted to come on 
the stage because they can't arrange any program, they can't have people. Nobody is going to attend to 
their program. So they wanted to speak from this stage. And people said, 'We have not come here to 
listen to you, we have come to listen to Mother.' So just imagine how the violence is now spreading in 
this country and how important it is to spread Sahaja yoga. 

You all know very well what's happening in the West. They are saying that I must be taking 
money from you. Now is there anybody who can say that. Is the absurd thing, I tell you. Just a kind of a 
funny aggression, which has no meaning. So you should not really bother about these people, because 
they are here, tomorrow we will see to it that we inform the police about it and we will take them to 
task. (in Marathi). I think we should carry some dogs with us. That's a good idea. If we carry some 
dogs, they can attack them. Not we, we are not dogs. It's all a drama. Just see that. It has to go all in the 
history. That see how people are. In a country where there is so much of culture, spiritual culture, we 
have such an heritage. They have no heritage of science. Now what are they talking about I just don't 
understand. I think some of the doctors are afraid that if we start curing people out of Sahaja yoga, they 
might lose their jobs, or they might lose their patients. But there are so many patients in this world. 
And I told them yesterday that I am not going to treat all the rich people, let Me treat only the people 
who are poor, who cannot afford to get cured. I told them very frankly. But they don't want to listen 
because they are all drunkards. They are all drunkards and that's why they are behaving like this. Just 
like this they were shouting. So they cannot see us enjoying anything. That's the main thing. They 
can't see us enjoying anything. And that is why it important for us to understand that we are Sahaja 
yogis. It's nothing compared to what people have suffered for religion in this country. For their 
goodness, for their righteousness. (in Marathi). 

This Rangapur has a very special feature about it. You see, Shri Ramadas swami, the master of, 
the guru of Shivaji found the statue of Shri Rama, Sita and Lakshmana in this river, at this point in the 
Krishna river. And this was such a remarkable thing; they didn't know how the statue has come there. 
So it was taken to a place called Chaphal where they put it. Now Shri Ramdas swami had created lots 
of Hanumanas out of the Mother earth. Lot of Hanumanas out of the Mother earth.
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AmVm AmnU H moUVrhr ‘moR‘moRmbr ‘mUg§ ~Kw¶mV, Amnë¶mg‘moa {QiH  AmhoV, AmJaH a AmhoV, 

{edmOr ‘hmamO AmhoV, Aer Or ‘moR‘moRmbr ‘§Sir PmbrV, Ë¶m§Zr H m¶ Ho b§¶? Vo H go dmJbo? 

Ë¶m§À¶mH S o bj {Xbo nm{hOo. {edmOr ‘hmamOm§ZmgwÕm MmaXm b¾ H amd§ bmJb§, amOH maUmgmRr. Ë¶m§Zr 

Ho b§. "amOH maUmgmRr ‘bm H am¶M§¶ Va ‘r Ho b§ b¾.' nU Vo {Z:g§J hmoVo, Ë¶mÀ¶mda Ë¶mMm n[aUm‘ ZìhVm 

H mhr. H amd bmJb§ Va Ho b§ Amåhr. Mma bmoH m§er Amåhmbm XmoñVr H am¶Mr¶. Ë¶m§Zr OmV-nmV nm{hbr 

Zmhr, H s ehmÊUdM Hw ir Agb§ nm{hOo, H s A‘wH M Agb§ nm{hOo. Ag§ H mhr nm{hb§ Zmhr. 

Ë¶mdoiobm Ooìhm BVHo  dfm©nydu JmJm^Åm§Zm BWo ¶oD Z Ë¶m§Zm amÁ¶m{^foH  Úmdm bmJbm, Voìhm øm 

OmVrnmVrÀ¶m bmoH m§Zr Ë¶m§Zm {H Vr {hUdb§, H s Vwåhr Hw U~r AmhmV, Vwåhr ‘amRm Zmhr. Voìhm Vw‘Mr 

H moUVrhr OmV AgoZm H m, Vwåhr AmO ghO¶moJr PmbmV, Vw‘Mr OmV ~Xbbr. Vw‘Mm Y‘© ~Xbbobm Amho. 

hm Y‘© "{díd {Z‘©b Y‘©' Amho. Vmo Vw‘À¶mV OmJ¥V Pmbobm Amho, Ë¶m‘wio Vw‘À¶m dmB©Q gd¶r Joë¶m, gJi§ 

H mhr Job§. nU ho ̂ yV AOyZ H mhr Jobob§ Zmhr. Vw‘À¶m OmVrÀ¶m bmoH m§er Vw‘Mm g§~§YM Zmhr Ambm nm{hOo. 

H maU hr O‘mV Or Vw‘Mr Amho, Vr ^wV§ AmhoV gJir. Xmê  {nU§, ‘maU§, ‘J Vo Xmê  {nAmo, ZmhrVa H mhr 

H amo. hþ§S m Kodmo ZmhrVa H mhr H amo. ‘J Vo Am‘À¶m OmVrVb§M Agb§ nm{hOo. ‘J Vwåhr ghO¶moJr H go? ‘J 

ghO¶moJ gmoSm Vwåhr. Vwåhr XmoZ Y‘m©V C^o amhÿ eH Vm H m? Zmhr amhÿ eH V. Ë¶mÀ¶m‘wioM H mb øm§Zm ‘ma 

Imdm bmJbm. ho bmoH  Á¶m§Zr gd© Y‘© gmoSbm, na‘oída gmoSbm, AmUIrZ Amåhr H mhrM Ag§ H aV Zmhr 

Ago C^o am{hbo. 

Ë¶m§Zr H mb ‘ma {Xbm. Ë¶mbm H maU WmoSg§ Var ‘bm Ag§ dmQV§, H s Am‘À¶m‘Yrb Or H ‘Omoar Amho 

Ë¶m§Zr Vr AmoiIbr Amho. Am{U Ë¶m§À¶m ‘Vo AmnU A§YlÕobm nyU© PmbmoV. nU Oa Vwåhr ~mobV gwQbmV 

H s, "Amåhr ghO¶moJr AmhmoV. Amåhmbm H moUVrM A§YlÕm Zmhr. Amåhr H moUË¶mM Agë¶m Jmoïr ‘mZV 

Zmhr. Amåhr ømÀ¶m nbrH S o AmhmoV. Amåhr H ê Z XmIdy Vwåhmbm.' Voìhm øm bmoH m§À¶m bjmV ¶oB©b, H s 

H mhrVar {deof ‘§Sir AmhoV. Amåhr Am‘À¶m d{Sbm§Zm nm{hb§. Am‘À¶m d{Sbm§Zm Jm§YrOtZr gm§{JVb§, H s 

gJù¶m ‘wbm§Mr b¾ Vwåhr ~mhoa H am. AmVm AmåhrgwÕm ehmÊUdHw irM AmhmoV. Ë¶m‘wio ’ ma {dMma H ê Z 

b¾ hmoV AgV nydu. d{Sbm§Zr bJoM gm§{JVb§, H mhr haH V Zmhr. Hw R ohr b¾ H am. gJù¶m§Mr AerM b¾ 

bmdyZ {Xbr Am‘Mr. H m¶ Am‘M§ dmB©Q Pmb§? Ë¶m§Zr gm§{JVb§ H s ‘r H m±J«ogMm ‘Zwî¶ Amho. ‘bm H m¶? 

‘bm Xþga§ H mhr Zmhr. ‘mPr OmV Zmhr, Y‘© Zmhr, H mhr Zmhr. ‘mPm hmM Y‘© Amho. Jm§YrY‘u Amho. Voìhm Y‘© 

¿¶m¶Mm Va nyU©nUo KoVbm nm{hOo. 
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